
 

 
 

A Harvest of Beauty 
Fruits and vegetables are overflowing in local garden markets, and pumpkin 
is turning up in everything from soup to cheesecake! 

Harvest is the time to enjoy the bounty of all that has grown from seeds 
planted many months before. While the bounty is beautiful, the planting is 
messy work. Plowing hard ground, sifting out rocks, digging in the dirt and 
mud…plain and simple, it’s a dirty job. But later, when harvest time arrives 
and you feast on the abundance of life, flavor, and beauty it brings, you 
realize that all the griminess was worth it. 

Life is messy work too. It’s full of rough roads, obstacles, and the everyday 
dirt and mud of the real world we live in. Every day we plow through it. Every 
day we have an opportunity to plant seeds that will grow into something 
beautiful and nourishing for our souls. 

“You reap what you sow” is not just a common catchphrase. Here’s how 
God says it in Galatians 6:7: “You will always harvest what you plant.” 

Do we know what we are planting? Perhaps we absentmindedly sow seeds 
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“Those who live to please the 
Spirit will harvest everlasting 
life from the Spirit. So let’s 
not get tired of doing what is 
good. At just the right time we 
will reap a harvest of blessing 
if we don’t give up.”  

— Galatians 6:8-9  
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of bitterness, discouragement, and frustration as we plow ahead on the 
paths of our lives. It’s easy to tire of working in the dirt of life day after day, 
waiting for the breakthroughs and the good things to come. 

God tells us not to tire of doing what is good. He desires for us to plant 
seeds of beauty instead of bitterness in the soil of  
real life. 

Can you find a seed of beauty and goodness in the 
chaos of your own life right now? hear a child’s laughter 
in the midst of the chaos? Can you see the rainbow in 
the clouds of the storm? the flower that blooms in the 
desert? the smile that soothes your sorrow? 

Living in the light of God’s promises, we’ve been given 
the ability to discover seeds of beauty in each and every 
circumstance of life. It’s a dirty job to plant them in the 
grunginess of the path of life, but in time God promises 
we will reap a harvest of abundant beauty! 

 

 

 
What seeds of beauty can  
you plant in your life today? 
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Pumpkin Day!  
You may have missed National Sneak-Some-Zucchini-
Onto-Your-Neighbor’s-Porch Night in August, but it’s not too 
late to celebrate National Pumpkin Day on October 26. 
Sneak a loaf of pumpkin bread onto a friend’s porch, or 
better yet, invite the neighbors over to share this delicious 
pumpkin soup so you can celebrate together! 

Creamy Pumpkin Soup 
1 cup chopped onion 
2 tablespoons butter 
2 (14.5 ounce) cans chicken broth 
1 (15 ounce) can pumpkin purée 
1 teaspoon salt 
¼ teaspoon cinnamon 
⅛ teaspoon ginger 
⅛ teaspoon pepper 
1 cup heavy whipping cream 

Melt the butter in a saucepan over medium heat; then  
add the onions and sauté until tender. Add one can of  
the chicken broth, bring to a boil, cover, reduce heat,  
and simmer for 15 minutes. Use a hand blender or food processor to blend until smooth.  
Add the second can of broth, pumpkin, and spices, and stir well. Simmer covered for 10 minutes, stirring 
occasionally. Just before serving, stir in the whipping cream and heat until warm. Top with cinnamon croutons  
or roasted pumpkins seeds. Serves 6. Yum! 

 
 

Time for a Beauty Minute 
We interrupt this regularly scheduled newsletter to 
bring you an important message: It’s time for a 
beauty minute. 

What’s a beauty minute? It’s a mini vacation for 
your soul…a break from real life, a breath of fresh 
air, an opportunity to discover something beautiful 
right in front of you. Try it right now! 

Take a deep breath and look around. What’s the 
first beautiful thing you see? Spend a minute 
thinking about all the things that make it beautiful 
to you. Does it remind you of a favorite person or 
memory? make you laugh? Or is it simply 
beautiful because it’s beautiful? 

Take a mental picture (or a real one)! Smile. 

For this minute in the midst of the chaos of your 
life…life has been beautiful. 

“He will give a crown of beauty for ashes, a joyous 
blessing instead of mourning, festive praise 
instead of despair” (Isaiah 61:3). 

We now return you to your regularly  
scheduled life… 

 

 

Do I Dare Eat That? 
On TV food shows and during our travels, we see some pretty 
strange foods and may wonder, “Do I dare eat that?” 

Colonial Americans wouldn’t put tomatoes anywhere near their 
mouths because common folklore was that tomatoes were 
poisonous and would turn a person’s blood to acid. According 
to legend, founding father Thomas Jefferson changed the 
American opinion of the tomato when he ate one in public—
and lived. (You can thank him the next time you have ketchup 
with your fries!) 

But would Jefferson have eaten this? Aptly named Ugli fruit, 
it’s a lesson in why we shouldn’t always judge a book by its 
cover. The outside 
looks…ugly! But the 
inside is sweet, juicy, and 
orangelike. Eaten in 
sections like a grapefruit, 
it’s delicious in fruit salads 
or chicken dishes. 

Would you dare eat it?  
Try it! You just might 
discover that Ugli  
is beautiful! 
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Come to the Table: Food, Fellowship,  

and a Celebration of God’s Bounty 

Author: Benita Long 

Publisher: Thomas Nelson 

 

“We invite you to move through these pages, where celebration is 
presented as a living thankfulness.” 

Come to the Table is an inspirational invitation to cooking. Filled 
with simple and delicious recipes, beautiful photographs, and 
uplifting quotations and Scriptures, this is a book with nourishment 
for body and soul. Recipes for dishes like Parmesan grits casserole, 
grilled asparagus with blue cheese, and spicy apple cake with 
caramel icing invite both the novice and experienced cook to 
explore the flavors and inspiration of food, friends, family, and faith. 

With sections for family gatherings, picnics, and parties, this book 
truly does celebrate food, fellowship, and God’s bounty. Come to 
the Table makes a great gift book, but you’ll definitely want a copy 
too! (And if you like Come to the Table, be sure to try Share the 
Bounty, also by Benita Long.) 

 

Movie Review 

 

October Baby 

Release Date: 2011, DVD release September 2012 

Genre: Drama 

Rating: PG-13 for mature theme 

College student Hannah steps on stage for her first performance and 
suddenly collapses in front of a stunned audience. In search of 
answers for her mysterious illness, Hannah discovers she is 
adopted…and a survivor of a failed abortion attempt. 

Inspired by a true story, October Baby is an emotionally moving film 
that explores some of the most difficult and painful issues of life with 
grace and hope. As Hannah searches for answers in the midst of 
darkness and pain, she discovers a deeper meaning in life—that  
every life is beautiful. 

Through the Every Life Is Beautiful Fund, 10 percent of the profits 
from October Baby are distributed to organizations that care for 
orphans, adoption agencies, and those that help women facing 
crisis pregnancies. 

This page is designed to inform and educate you and is not an endorsement. Our prayer is that you will make informed decisions on what you see, read, and listen to. 
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